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No matter what their background or business idea, women entrepreneurs face unique
challenges when compared to their male peers. It can be daunting to take even the first
step. Women make up 50.8% of the U.S. population, and yet when compared with men,
women:
• are more likely to not be online at all 1
• are less likely to start venture-capital-backed businesses2
• start businesses with only half the capital3
• lack mentors 4
There is a gender gap within business owners’ access to technology–which is vital to
creating, managing, advertising and selling products and services in today’s digital
marketplace. There is also a gender gap in terms of economic opportunity; this gap is even
greater for women in non-majority demographics (e.g., Black, Latina).5 Yet woman-minorityowned businesses are still growing faster than any other group.6
At Google, we see this combination of factors as a call to action to empower women
entrepreneurs with inclusive tools, training and networking.
As a company, we’re taking action in many ways, including via Google’s growing portfolio
of Business Inclusion initiatives. It’s a suite of innovative, internal “start-up” programs we’ve
developed to accelerate our efforts in leveling the playing field for communities with
unequal access to technology and economic opportunity:
Small Business Supplier Diversity. Since we launched this program 2 years ago, we’ve
worked with hundreds of women-owned businesses who help Google run every day, as
marketers, manufacturers, creatives, and many other professions. We also offer free digital
skills training to those enrolled in this program, in partnership with Dartmouth College’s
Tuck School of Business. (The creators and printers of this publication, in fact, are diverse
suppliers.)
Digital Coaches. We bring free, open-to-the-public workshops on digital marketing to 9 U.S.
cities through this new program, launched in April 2017. The curriculum has a focus on the
unique needs of Black and Latina women entrepreneurs, developed with business owners
from these communities. To date our coaches have reached 1,000+ small business owners
across Atlanta, Austin, the Bay Area, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, and
Washington, D.C.
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Accelerate with Google: We encourage and fund any Google employee around the
world to host free, open-to-the-public digital literacy trainings and hackathon events for
communities that are underrepresented online. Since launching in 2013, we have held more
than 300 events and reached tens of thousands of people worldwide through this program.
Integrating Inclusion (I2): We created a scalable model for embedding diversity subject
matter experts within product design and testing teams, to ensure that more female (and
other diverse) Google employees are contributing early and often in product development
cycles. Since launching this program in 2016, we have seen increasing percentages of
women product testers and fewer user reports of “offensive” experiences for products
developed with the I2 model.
In these pages, you’ll meet women who collaborate with Google through our Business
Inclusion initiatives. We’ll continue to share additional stories on accelerate.withgoogle.com
and other outlets, including @accelwithgoogle on Twitter.
These women inspire us. Here, they candidly share how they have tackled both common and
uncommon challenges of being a small business owner, yet emphasize relatable, tried-andtested solutions that women from variety of backgrounds and perspectives can apply.
We hope you’ll share these stories and share yours with us, too.

Bonita Stewart,
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VP, Global Partnerships, News, Broadcast, LatAm, Canada, Google

Send us your stories: acceleratewithgoogle@google.com

1. A 2016 report shows that 15% of women are not online at all, compared to 12% of men. Monica Anderson & Andrew Perrin, Pew Research
Center, FactTank: News in the Numbers,13% of Americans Don’t Use the Internet. Who Are They? (Sept. 7, 2016), (Source: Pew)

2. Women make up only 10% of the entrepreneurial and venture capital labor pool. Paul A. Gompers & Sophie Q. Wang, Harvard Business
School, Diversity in Innovation, Working Paper 17-067 (Jan. 2017), (Source: Harvard Business School working paper)

3. On average, women start businesses with $75,000, versus men with $135,000. National Women’s Business Council, Problem: Women
Entrepreneurs Need Greater Access to Capital, (Source: National Women’s Business Council)

4. Nearly half of women entrepreneurs say “lack of mentor” is one of their biggest challenges. Emily Fetsch, Chris Jackson & Jason Wiens,
Kauffman Foundation, Women Entrepreneurs Are Key to Accelerating Grow, (Source: Kaufmann Foundation)

5. Hispanics make up 2% and African Americans make up less than 1% of the entrepreneurial and venture capital labor pool. Gompers & Wang,
Diversity in Innovation, (Source: Harvard Business School working paper)

6. Valentina Zarya, The Fastest-growing Group of Entrepreneurs in the U.S.? Minority Women, Fortune, Aug. 21, 2015, (Source: Fortune analysis
of US Census data)
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Katrina Turnbow (L) & Anistia Thomas (R)

Anistia Phiaria Thomas and Katrina Turnbow are both native Detroiters who
own their own businesses. As individual entrepreneurs, as friends, and as two
members of a shared, dynamic community, they are each working to empower
other business owners and neighbors within the greater Detroit metropolitan
area. Here, they discuss their very different, yet equally creative, approaches
to doing so. Seen together, their work illustrates the resilience and innovative
thinking of Detroit’s startup community and the strength of its women.
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I am originally a born-and-raised
Detroiter, but I felt there was a

development and community

lack of career opportunities aside

In this age of digital media, you

empowerment. Seeking solutions

from the automotive industry. I

cannot afford to neglect your

for change has been a consistent

left for 19 years with the intention

marketing. It is the gateway to

path for me. I am always seeking
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what it meant to work smart and

they are being introduced to

Power Connector.”
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passion: the only way that you will
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I attribute my own success to

be able to sustain that level of push
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surrounding myself with others

and desire to be an entrepreneur is

who are where I aspire to be. My

if you love it.

Katrina: What ignited the spark to

key elements to success: develop

start my business came from trying

an infrastructure and plan; develop

Anistia Phiaria Thomas, the

to solve my own problem. Many

a system of operations; devise

founder of D-LIFE Insurance, D-LIFE

companies, no matter whether a

a revenue generation plan that

H20, and the D-LIFE Institute (www.

corporation or a startup, are not

includes sales planning; maintain

dlifedetroit.com), has participated

sure how they should manage their

a life balance that includes

in Accelerate with Google digital

social media, and, furthermore,

wellness and self-care; Incorporate

marketing training. Katrina

they wonder how this new area of

discipline into your schedule and

Turnbow is the founder of Kanopi

marketing can help their overall

time spent, and never be afraid to

Social (www.kanopisocial.com)

business growth. Also, companies

change your mind.

and An Office in Detroit (www.

need to manage their social media,
but struggle to understand how

Katrina: The advice I would give to

they could consistently produce

entrepreneurs would be to accept

the content they need for social

that you are going to have to

media. That led me wanting to

sacrifice a tremendous amount to

design a physical space that would

become who you want to become.

allow me to produce digital media

Second, discipline goes hand-in-

content on a regular basis.

hand along with that sacrifice. I

anofficeindetroit.com). She is the
Google Digital Coach for Detroit.

have not always been the most

“AS THE POPULAR SENTIMENT GOES, PICK ONE THING, BECOME
G R E AT AT T H AT A N D T H E N G O O N T O S O M E T H I N G E L S E . ”
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Q&A:

SOLEDAD O’BRIEN
Hanging out with Soledad O’Brien is fun. She’s got boundless
energy and a boundless smile and a hearty laugh that fills
any room she’s in. Even when you’re slightly starstruck when
you meet her—yes, she is a former anchor for CNN and NBC
6

“Weekend Today,” who has won the TV news industry’s
prestigious George Foster Peabody Award (for her CNN
coverage of Hurricane Katrina) and three Emmy Awards,
among numerous other honors—she puts you at ease.

Meeting Soledad, you’ll learn she’s

interviews, in whatever I do, so just

a warm and funny mom of four

not knowing—that was tough. It

who will share her working mother

reminded me of being new in my

tales (like the time she raised her

career when I was twenty—literally

hand for an assignment to cover an

that same feeling of not knowing

Have you applied your
skills/learning from
your journalistic and
entrepreneurial lives to the
foundation work?

international story after having her

how to do stuff that you have in

I am a very strategic person. I make

twins, because she knew, as every

your very first job. I could report, I

lots of detailed lists, I tick things

working mom does, that she’d get

could tell stories, but there was a

off, I like to be organized in how I

more sleep on the plane than at

lot in running a small business that

plot to get things done or achieve

home with babies).

I had to learn.

things. It works very well for me in
journalism, where thorough note

along their educational and career

Is there a female
entrepreneurial figure in
your family that inspires
you?

journeys. In 2011, she and her

I was featured on Finding Your

you can, and prepare as best as

husband Brad Raymond founded

Roots, the PBS show created by

you can.

the powHERful Foundation,

Harvard Professor Henry Louis

dedicated to empowering young

Gates. They dug into the story of

women with mentorship and

my great aunt. She had to take

scholarships to help them get into

over the family milling company

and graduate from college. In 2013,

(the Defiance Flour Mill in Australia)

she launched Starfish Media Group,

when her husband died. Oh—and

What advice would you
give a female entrepreneur,
of any level of experience,
who is just starting her
entrepreneurial journey?

a production and distribution

she had ten children! The banks

Learn from others. Talk to

company, which is dedicated

wouldn't lend her any money, so

everybody who is doing what

to covering documentary-style

she went around and did side deals

you want to do. People are so SO

narratives that look at social issues.

with all the farmers—helped them

generous with their time. Just ask

see that their success was tied

a lot of questions, read everything

We caught up with Soledad to

into her success. They helped her

you can and learn from the

get her story on how and why she

out, kept her company afloat, and

mistakes of others.

took the entrepreneurial leap–and

eventually it became one of the

what tips she may have learned as

biggest in Australia.

And then you’ll quickly see that
she’s a strong, candid champion
of empowering young women

a journalist, which might apply to

taking is very critical. I like to pass
that along to young women. Life
doesn't have to be out of control.
You have to control the things that

What song is stuck in your
head right now that gets
you going and helps you feel
like you can do anything?

actually started my own business,,

You founded an educational
foundation called
powHERFful. Is there one
consistent piece of wisdom
that you enforce through
the foundation’s work?

I knew I wanted to run something.

For the young women we help—the

time. I'm driving myself crazy. She

I knew I wanted to do the kinds of

25 scholars we underwrite and

can really sing though!

stories that I specifically wanted to

the-literally-thousands of girls who

do, and maybe more importantly,

attend our powHERful foundation

Soledad O’Brien’s start-up,

I wanted to skip the projects that

day-long summit—our main goal

Starfish Media Group (www.

just weren't my priority.

is to get them to embrace self-

starfishmediagroup.com), and her

advocacy. They need to learn to

powHERful Foundation (powherful.

running your own business.

Why did you decide to
become an entrepreneur?
For a couple of years before I

Were you afraid?

Oh God, the Alessia Cara version of
“How Far I'll Go” from Moana. I just
saw the movie the other day with
my sons and now I hum it all the

rely on themselves to get things

org) use Google tools. Soledad is a

It wasn't scary—though I did have

done. That doesn't mean doing it

frequent collaborator on Google’s

a lot of anxiety about going into

alone, but it does mean that you

Business Inclusion initiatives.

something I didn't fully know how

have to ask for help. A lot!

to do. I like having expertise—in
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CASSEY

HO:

BE THE BIGGEST FAN
OF YOUR IDEA
With nearly 4 million subscribers and close to 500 million
views to her Blogilates YouTube channel, pilates and fitness
8

instructor Cassey Ho has more viewers than any of the
Top 10 cable TV shows in the United States. Yet as a solo
entrepreneur, Cassey could never match a cable television
production company’s capital or network to produce or
promote her fitness and food tips. Yet she built her empire
on the power of her ideas, her drive, and the YouTube
platform, to cultivate a global community of fitness fans who
“find the joy,” as she says, in exercise like she does. Here,
we ask Cassey for her tips for other women seeking to build
their own business and their brands.

Growing up, did you ever
think you could build
your own "empire" as an
entrepreneur?

my friends. I smile, I tell stories,

videos. I never tried to be anyone

and I instruct genuinely because

else. I focused on genuinely sharing

I want to see my students reach

great information while building

their potential. That's where my

a friendship based on trust. Trust

I always knew I wanted to leave a

style comes from. It's just who I

is the most valuable thing a brand

bigger impact on the world. When

am. My philosophy: fitness should

can have with their customers.

I was in middle school I started my

be fun and not feel like a chore

YouTube allowed my fans to see

first business selling home-baked

because that's how you make it a

the person who designed their

cookies to the kids in my class.

sustainable and everlasting part of

clothes, formulated their workouts,

Word spread and in high school, I

your lifestyle.

and wrote the blog posts they

had 5 students working with me to

were reading. They got to be a part

students who wanted unique high

What advice would you
give a young woman ready
to take the entrepreneurial
plunge, but who might
be intimidated by the
challenge of having, on
average, less access to
funding than men do?

end corsages and boutonnieres for

I bootstrapped everything. Saving

idea. That's how you'll get through

formal dances. I was always into

profits from one business and

those tough nights at the office

creating and selling. It was fun for

pouring it into the next was always

when everyone thinks you're going

me. Seeing my customers happy

my strategy. I never wanted

to fail and money's getting tight.

was everything to me, and still is.

to depend on anyone else for

If you want it bad enough, you will

my destiny. So, if any female

find a way to make it happen. But

entrepreneur out there feels

the heart has to be in it first.

expand operations across campus!
That is...until the school officials
caught us.
Then in college, I created an
extremely popular and profitable
custom corsage business for

And did you always wish
that you would be "the
boss"?

of the journey! The power of video
really allows the community to
get closer.
Most important, and I can’t stress
it enough, you need to honestly
believe in your business idea. You
need to be the biggest fan of your

discouraged because there may be
less funding—don't be. Create your

The feeling of being able to build a

I have a "boss" attitude. People

own future. Grow organically and

business and a constantly growing

used to call me cocky, conceited,

the journey to success will be so

brand from scratch is what gives

and bossy at school. But honestly,

much sweeter.

me a high everyday. I live for this.

if any guy acted the way I did, they

The truth is, my brands, Blogilates,

"popular girl." So in response to

Given your growth on
YouTube, can you describe
how digital media can
help women build their
businesses?

your question—do I wish I were the

YouTube has helped me build such

integrity in business is part of what

boss? I didn't wish. I just put myself

a strong and beautiful community

makes it long lasting. That trust

in that position.

of women. I started posting

that I've built with fans over the

workout videos in 2009, thinking

years has only been strengthened.

would just say that he knew what
he wanted. My strong personality
made me well known at school
but not well liked. I was never the

Your attitude toward
fitness instruction is to
make it fun. When and
how did you create this
philosophy? Did you see a
need in the marketplace?

POP Pilates, PIIT28 and POPFLEX.
exist because I was a group fitness
instructor who genuinely wanted
to teach. To this day, that is still
what I do! This is proof that having

only to help my real life students
exercise with me if I couldn't

Cassey Ho is a Los Angeles-based

make it to the gym to teach.

fitness entrepreneur and the

Little did I know that millions of

YouTube Creator behind Blogilates

people all over the world would

(www.youtube.com/user/blogilates),

end up following my channel

the top female fitness channel on

I never looked at how I taught as

for inspiration. How did I build

YouTube.

a response to what was missing

a brand? I stuck to my personal

in the marketplace. I teach the

beliefs and let my true personality

same way I communicate with

shine, shine, SHINE through the
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I

DIDN’T

TAKE

THE

EASIER

WAY

OUT

ARA FARNAM-LEVINSON
B

efore I started my company,

planning time—and to raise more

repayment of the loan I had made

I was pretty miserable at

capital. This can be especially

to them at a time that I needed it

my job. There was no other job

hard for women entrepreneurs.

to help me stay afloat.

out there that sounded remotely

Statistics from the National

appealing to me, so I knew that I

Women’s Business Council reveal

I’m happy I waded through those

needed to create something for

that women generally start a

treacherous waters and stuck

myself instead. Armed with this

business with half as much capital

with it. If I had given up, I never

realization and my modest savings,

as men. I’m living proof—I almost

would have seen myself go on

I decided to quit cold turkey and

ran out of money. I started looking

to hire people and open not one,

start up my own business. My story

for full-time jobs about two years

but two offices, on both the

is far from unique and reflects a

in because I was ready to abandon

East and West coasts. Today, my

larger trend in the United States

the uphill battle. Luckily, it was the

proudest moments occur when I

for women in general. According

Great Recession of the late 2000s,

can empower other women, other

to Kauffman Foundation’s Startup

and the job search was fruitless.

designers like myself, to take on

Activity Index, women are more

This meant that I didn’t take the

projects via my company, and give

likely than men to start their own

easier way out and give up. I had

them the opportunity to perform

businesses as a means to create

to persevere with my business. By

their dream jobs. I love being the

new opportunities, rather than out

year three, I was finally making at

vehicle that creates opportunities

of necessity (i.e., because they are

least enough to pay my rent, and

for people freeing them (perhaps

unemployed).

the following years are when the

from a miserable job) to do what

business actually started taking off.

they love.

sitting at a coffee table in my

I definitely questioned the wisdom

Ara is the founder of Rock Paper

friend’s tiny Brooklyn apartment

in continuing. It took several years

Scissors Events (www.rpscissors.

sketching wedding centerpieces

for the business to start generating

com), which is a Google Small

for her wedding. With my art

a profit and allow me to meet

Business Diversity Supplier.

and design background, I could

some of my financial obligations.

easily visualize and communicate

I self-funded for the first year

that she needed to incorporate

by going through savings and

additional elements to create

selling stocks, and as that was

a more eye-catching display

starting to wear thin, I ventured

that also reflected the bride and

into odd jobs like catering to fill

groom’s style. But as I sat there, I

in my many financial gaps. Before

realized that not all bridesmaids

I took the entrepreneurial leap,

could offer this sort of help to their

I was recognized by my family

bride friends, and that maybe there

and friends as a business success

was a business opportunity here.

and as a financially stable family

My “aha” moment came while

10

member, with a good job and
Looking back, I know I could

savings. I was so reliable that I had

have made better decisions. If I

even loaned money to relatives

had one piece of advice for other

who needed additional funds

entrepreneurs, it would be to stick

to buy a house. This “lean on

to the day job—not forever, just

me” family trait came full circle

during startup to provide more

when those relatives started the
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“ I ’ M H A P P Y I WA D E D T H R O U G H T H O S E T R E AC H E R O U S
WAT E R S A N D S T U C K W I T H I T. ”

“IT”

GIRL:

ERICA LIU WILLIAMS
When Erica Liu Williams was growing up, she didn’t expect to become an
entrepreneur. “My dad and his brothers were all entrepreneurs. All the wives were
homemakers. I was never raised to be risky or entrepreneurial,” she remembers.
12

“I was never motivated to be

took secure corporate jobs in the

“But I wasn’t technical and couldn’t

hungry in my career until my

booming Bay Area, rather than

code. Still, I filled notebooks with

parents divorced when I was 19.”

launch her own startup like many

problems that I hoped could

Erica recalls. “My mom’s only

of her Stanford peers. Reading and

potentially be solved by tech,”

experience was raising kids with

watching reports of classmates’

she recalls. “Yet after months and

no pay. The divorce was a pivotal

successful startups, she wondered

months of writing and thinking, I

moment in my life, when I said to

what it would be like to have

had no product to come up with

myself, I have to be able to support

her own business, but she didn’t

these solutions. I started to believe

myself with my own career, skills

believe she could do it. Like many

I had no ideas.”

and income.”

Millennials, the picture of cool, 21st
century success seemed to be to

Discouraged, Erica went on her

At the time, she was an undergrad

launch your own company—not

annual Christmas trip to recharge

student at Stanford. Erica was

work a 9-to-5 job.

at the Mississippi family home

determined to be financially

of her boyfriend (now husband),

independent, and after graduation

former NFL athlete Tank Williams,

“IN THE FACE OF FEAR, THINK OF SOMEONE ELSE IN YOUR
LIFE WHO IS PURSUING OR DOING ‘IT’ —HOWEVER YOU
DEFINE YOUR DEFINITION OF ‘IT,’ DESPITE THE ODDS.”

in Bay St. Louis. She seemed to

She made her deadline, and on

terms of their vision of success)

“have it all”: the well-paying, steady

June 8th, 2013, Erica sold her first

work. I think about grandmothers

job; the handsome, accomplished

batch of gr8nola at the San Ramon

who struggled to immigrate

significant other. Yet she’d spend

Farmers’ Market, adding a label

here from other countries, from

time each day at the kitchen

on the back of each bag that said

totally different cultures and not

table, that epicenter of the home

“made in a home kitchen.” A few

knowing anyone, like mine, to

where everyone gathered for

months later, she was accepted

create opportunities from nothing.

meals, during non-meal hours

to participate at Google’s “micro-

I think about single moms, like

to work and think. She often sat

kitchen” fair, where vendors share

mine, after my parents divorced,

in the dark, blinds drawn, in the

their snacks to be considered as

with no work experience.” These

quiet, pondering more ideas that

suppliers to Google’s snack stations

women, although they may not

she increasingly felt were going

and cafes. Tank went with Erica.

have had the opportunities that

nowhere. Suddenly, in the middle

Soon after, they got engaged. And

Erica did, had no time to feel

of the darkness at the kitchen

Erica won signed a contract as a

sorry for themselves, or to doubt

table, the light bulb finally lit. Erica

Diverse Small Business Supplier

themselves. They had to push

realized in that moment that she

to Google.

forward and just make “it” happen.

had been making for Tank, herself,

While this may seem like a

“When I was fearful or felt I was

and their families: her own recipe

Cinderella story, Erica is upfront

going nowhere as an entrepreneur,

for a clean-ingredient, yet delicious

about how difficult it can be when

I thought of them,” Erica says. “I

tasting granola that had no refined

you’ve immersed yourself in self

asked, ‘Why not me? And then I

sugar or GMO oils.

doubt while quietly dreaming of

answered, ‘Why not? I make ‘it’

having your own business—even

happen, too.’”

already had a product, which she

When Erica and Tank returned

for women who may have

home to the Bay Area after the

resources, but feel like they have

Erica is founder of gr8nola (www.

holidays, Erica was filled with

no viable ideas.

gr8nola.com), which is a Google
Small Business Diversity Supplier.

“excitement, curiosity, and
determination,” she recalls. She

Erica’s advice to other women

came up with a catchy name

who want to take the leap into

for her product, gr8nola, and

business ownership: “In the face

trademarked it. She looked at her

of fear, think of someone else

calendar and set a date to launch

in your life who is pursuing or

her product at her local farmers’

doing ‘it’—however you define

market, then made a checklist that

your definition of ‘it,’ despite the

outlined actions she needed to

odds. There are so many people

take to “figure it out.”

in our lives who had no choice
but to make their version of ‘it’ (in

13

KEEP

GROWING,

KEEP

CHANGING,

KEEP

FAMILY

VERONICA WEBB
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FIRST:

A

fashion icon, a mother,

women of all ages around the

speaks to my passions for fashion,

an actress, and journalist,

around the world on my blog.

food, fitness and family and the

Veronica Webb has been dubbed

fact that women who are 45 and

learned from various chapters in

Your professional brand and
new business are so tied to
your personal narrative. Can
you advise women without
the recognizable personal
brand on how to create an
authentic personal and
professional story?

both her professional and personal

One of the best tools for telling

lives to her current journey as a

your story in an authentic way

What is the most valuable
lesson you can teach your
kids from your experience
of building a business while
raising a family?

business owner.

is to use the little microphone

The same thing that my mother

button on your phone! You don't

taught me. She was a nurse and

have to be a great writer or a

a lieutenant colonel in the Army.

talented speaker in order to get

She said, keep learning. She got

your story across. Dictate your

a master’s degree at 55 years old.

ideas in your own words on your

She said, “Keep growing, keep

phone and make little videos of

changing and keep family first.”

Move with technology. Keep it

yourself speaking from the heart

There's a great quote from the

modern. Keep it moving and stay

about yourself and your business.

mathematician Grandmaster

in step with technology. The two

I have to say that my blog is the

Kevin Horsley, who's a dyslexic

biggest advances in fashion in the

best thing I've done to promote my

like me: "If you keep doing what

last 10 years are moisture wicking

business in the last ten years. It lets

you've always, done you will get

fabric and the Internet. Fashion

journalists from Vogue and the Wall

what you've gotten. You need to

makes its biggest advances due to

Street Journal pick up the stories

do different to get different." And

technology. That's why I started my

and ideas that I want to put out.

that means learning new systems

blog WebbOnTheFly.com.

Instead of giving a link to a quote

of thought. The digital world is

from another publication on my

just a new way of thinking about

social media, I give my own quotes

business.

by the New York Times as being
firmly rooted in “the upper
echelon of supermodel strata.”
She is also a digital entrepreneur,
having founded a lifestyle blog,
WebbOnTheFly.com. We asked
Veronica how she applies lessons

What lessons from your
earlier career in fashion
have you applied to your
new role as a founder of
digital business?

What advice do you have for
women who may be afraid
to build a digital business,
or even to market a non—
web—based enterprise
online?

beyond don't "still have it"—we've
always had it and we go out and
crush it everyday with strength and
wisdom. That's the conversation!

that link back to my site and drives
business directly to me instead of

Veronica Webb was one of the

another site.

first Black models to gain a major
cosmetics contract (with Revlon),

had no idea how to do it. My four

When did you know you
wanted to start your own
venture? And why did you
decide to go for it?

kids gave me courage. The all do

I got re—married nine years ago

of webbonthefly.com. She uses

the majority of their school work

and my family doubled in size. I

Google tools to run her business.

on Google classroom. Watching

didn't want to travel incessantly

them showed me my future. If

or be on a constant diet in order

you don't know where to start,

to meet the needs of my clients in

start with getting help to create

the fashion industry. I wanted to

the services you need to get your

work from home. I wanted to be

digital business up and running. I

the boss. I wanted to call the shots.

used the site Fiverr.com to build

Also, raise your hand if you're 45

my web site and to source on—

years old or beyond if you feel like

going creative and administrative

you don't see enough women in

services. It's a gig site with

our age group depicted in fashion

work starting at $5.00 p/hr for

magazines! That's the need I saw

coders, graphic artists, writers

in the market that made me start

and business people. I work with

my blog WebbOnTheFly.com. It

I was terrified of failing when I
started my blog because I literally

has appeared in numerous
films, has authored articles for
magazines, and has taught at New
York University. She is the founder
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GET

COMFORTABLE

WITH

BEING

UNCOMFORTABLE:

SHANTE BACON
If you are a business founder and owner, you’re expected to be a magician.
It’s as though each day you have to defy gravity. But so often you read or hear
entrepreneurs oversimplify the experience. They say things like, “I had faith that
16

I would succeed; you will succeed if you’re passionate.” To this I say: "It's not
that easy!"

I’ve been a business owner for

affected by the financial crisis.”

office skills, such as how to be a

12 years, and since I founded

That's real! But it is part of the

medical office assistant or how to

my company, there is still not

entrepreneurial experience. If this

do word processing, were a trend.

a single day when I don’t feel

type of risk makes you nauseous,

My mom ran one of these out of

challenged. In fact, it's been the

entrepreneurship is probably not

our house in Jamaica, Queens.

craziest roller coaster ride of my

for you.

I’d sit in as she taught it in our

life, with extreme highs and lows.

basement. As a curious girl, I’d ask

When the market crashes, your

Crazy Enough

life can change overnight. I’ve

I was raised by a mom who was an

and she’d say I was asking too

had clients tell me, “sorry, I can’t

entrepreneur. In the late 1980s and

many. But to succeed in business,

pay your $40,000 bill anytime in

early 90s, when I was growing up,

you have to ask questions. Seeing

the next few months because I’m

business trade schools that taught

her hustle, I wanted to be an

questions when she was teaching,

“ P E O P L E M AY S TA R T O U T B Y D E S C R I B I N G M E A S “ P U S H Y , ”
BUT THEY THANK ME IN THE END.”

entrepreneur too. When I was

a founder of a brand strategy and

compelling that strangers say,

in high school, I came up with a

marketing firm that has shown

“I want to be part of that” when

campaign to market her training

rapid growth.

they hear about it like I did as a kid

program. For a holiday promotion,

when I read the 1 x 1 inch blurb on

I advised my mom to offer one

My goal was to create a business

free registration to her classes for a

that was culturally savvy yet

sibling or a friend if they registered

socially responsible, and which

I think one reason why I’m well-

before Thanksgiving.

would help me branch out to other

suited to be a founder and an

Def Jam.

types of products and industries,

entrepreneur is that I am very

My other inspiration for pursuing

while applying my expertise that

involved. I'm constantly pushing

an entrepreneurial path was

I had cultivated in the recording

myself and others. People may

hip-hop. When my brother was

business. I wanted to be my own

start out by describing me as

a teenager, he was a rapper. I

rainmaker, make my own creative

“pushy,” but they thank me in

remember when he brought home

and business decisions, and

the end. They say, “you’ve gotten

a copy of Billboard magazine. I

importantly, have freedom.

me over a hump and to the finish

looked through it eagerly and saw

line.” I like to say, “I’m pushy with

what was literally a 1 x 1 inch blurb

What I now realize from running

purpose.” I make sure my work

about a small label called Def Jam

my own business for 12 years is that

backs me up every time.

Recordings and how creative it

yes, being a business owner is full

was. When I read about them, I

of challenges. As an entrepreneur,

And that brings me to the

thought, “that’s what I want to do!”

you’ve got to get comfortable with

advice I’d give to other women

And I did it; I made it to Def Jam.

being uncomfortable. I think that

entrepreneurs: “Always deliver

I directed national field marketing

every day. I still ask, “Did i make the

on time (if not early) and commit

and was promoted to a senior

right call?” Freedom is not free. But

to making your product/service

director role and was assigned

I’m willing to “pay” any price for it.

offering the best premium quality

to an incredible list of artists that

found in the marketplace.”

I've always been in love with hip-

People are invested in your
dreams

hop, and it loved me back.

The biggest challenge of being

impossible to be a strong leader

a business founder is that your

if you aren't comfortable with

Honestly, I never would have

personal brand is on the line, not

being uncomfortable and it's

predicted that I would start my

just your company’s brand. At

the discomfort that makes you

own business when I did. But

all times. You’re the person who

stronger.

the entertainment business was

created the business. You brought

like graduate school for me; I felt

in the team. You have a lot of

Shante Bacon is the founder

like I had matriculated through

responsibility. People are invested

and CEO of 135th Street Agency

music. I learned so much, and then

in your dreams. So you’ve got to

(www135stagency.com), and is a

felt emboldened to graduate to

always do right by those people.

Google Small Business Diversity

another path. Twelve years ago, I

It’s important for them to see your

Supplier.

was still crazy enough to become

vision, and for you to make it so

included Kanye West and Ludacris.

Your reputation and your work
are always on the line. It's

17

EVERYONE

WINS

BEATRIZ ACEVEDO
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I

was was 8 years old when I first

to be a part of it. After so many

content creators on platforms

became an entrepreneur.

years of seeing my community

like YouTube; they are not waiting

being ignored in the media,

around for opportunity to knock,

I became an entrepreneur because

with my unique combination of

they are making their own

I wanted (so badly) to own a pair of

experience and business savvy, I

opportunities and opening their

Nike sneakers. My mom wouldn’t

get to articulate its value.

own doors. This is game changing

commit to the more than $40 price

for our underrepresented voices in

tag as that was an outrageous

Every time I walked into the

price for a pair of tennis shoes

boardroom of a venture capital

for a little girl. So I had to hustle!

firm and saw that it was full of

Along with the technology, we

I started making and selling fruit

men, it actually gave me a lot of

now have access to a lot more data

pies after school in the financial

self confidence, and I would say

that makes clear what audiences

district of Tijuana in Baja Mexico

to myself “I’ve got this!” I never

really want and are consuming.

where my dad had his law practice.

thought about having to overcome

Audiences want to see themselves

traditional media.

additional hurdles because I am a

reflected in media. They don’t

My pies were a hit and business

woman. No one in that boardroom

want to see the same faces or

was booming. And those Nikes?

was like me, and therefore no one

hear the same voices; they crave

They came home with me.

had my insights or expertise. Being

seeing and hearing what the real

a Latina and a woman has given

America looks and sounds like.

Encouraged by booming sales, I

me a great competitive advantage.

Detailed analytics help eradicate

expanded to selling cookies and

That does not mean I have not

(little by little) the biases that exist

leveraged holidays (including

experienced bias at work for being

in media towards our multicultural

Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day,

both, but I am a firm believer that

communities.

Father’s Day) to help boost sales.

the more media represents women

My profits soared to over 75%;

and underserved communities in

I knew mitú struck a chord with

I was giddy. But then came the

an authentic way, the more we

our audience when most of the

peso/dollar devaluation in the mid

eradicate hurtful stereotypes. That

comments we received in our

1970s causing me to experience my

is why I love what I do at mitú. Our

feeds were: “mitú, where have

first “market crash.” Given that I

mission is to contribute positively

you been all my life?” and “finally,

was close to the American border,

towards eradicating negative

a brand that gets me.” There had

I would buy my ingredients in the

stereotypes of Latinos and creating

been so little reinvention in media

United States using American

opportunities for them to lead

for our demographic in the past

dollars, but sell my baked goods in

in the entertainment and media

50 years. American youth were

Mexican pesos. I quickly learned

industry.

really craving a refreshing voice

that the better value would be the

and brand, and we are proud to be

sell for more. Twenty years later, I

Analytics help eradicate
biases

used the same economic strategy

For many years I heard those

content that we make everyday.

after I built a TV studio in Baja:

familiar complaints: “no one gives

My personal goal is to become the

produce for less and sell for more.

me an opportunity, or takes my

voice of this generation.

Everyone won!

phone call” or “I can’t get in the

other way around: buy for less and

filling that void, representing and
inspiring our community with the

door,” but today, if you own a

Beatriz Acevedo is Founding

phone, you have an opportunity.

Partner and President of mitú

You have the power in your

(wearemitu.com), which creates

I count myself lucky in that I got

own hands to create and build

and distributes original content

an opportunity to lead in a field

anything that you want. Today’s

for Latino, English-speaking youth

that has grossly underserved

new generation of super-talented,

in the United States on YouTube.

and underrepresented the Latino

diverse content creators (that

Mitú’s YouTube channels have

community for years. When it came

Hollywood previously had been

859,265 subscribers. Across social

to raising money and showing that

unable to find), now have a voice

channels, mitú has 100 million

this demographic of young, Latino

and the potential to connect

uniques in the U.S.

and English-speaking Americans

with a global audience, thanks to

was a huge and lucrative

technology. The evidence of this

opportunity, investors were eager

growth is in the rise of so many

“I’ve got this!”
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IF

ONE

DOOR

CLOSES,

KNOCK

ON

THREE

MORE:

VICKY H. SEPULVEDA
It takes guts to become an entrepreneur, and it takes even
more guts to share your experiences of struggles and failures
so that others can learn from them. After launching, and then
shutting down, a dog-treats business she founded, Vicky
20

H. Sepulveda began dedicating her days to coaching small
business owners within her Latino community in Austin,
Texas, where she is currently Senior Director of the Greater
Austin Hispanic Chamber of Commerce. We caught up with
Vicky, who is also a Google Digital Coach, and asked her who
and what inspires her—and how she inspires other women
brave enough to start their own business.

What gets you up in the
mornings to support
women entrepreneurs and
small business owners?
I consider myself an entrepreneur
even though I failed at my first

entrepreneur in the family. The
love of entrepreneurship comes
from my dad, and my strength and
perseverance from my mom. I am
one lucky Latina!

As a Google Digital Coach,
what trends are you seeing
among women who are
small business owners,
in terms of their unique
needs?

work at the Greater Austin Hispanic

Are there consistent words
of encouragement that you
offer small business owners
whom you meet through
the Chamber, who might
be daunted by owning their
own enterprise and the
challenges that brings?

Chamber of Commerce, where

I am a firm believer that if you are

I plan events and initiatives that

doing what you love, success is

offer resources, opportunities, and

inevitable, whatever your business.

education to help small business

Work hard, and ask for help when

Is there a consistent
question that they ask?

owners with discovering additional

you need it. Persevere when you

They ask, “Why should I advertise

avenues for revenue. I use my

face obstacles and challenges. If

online? It is too expensive to

knowledge as an experienced

one door closes, knock on three

advertise online.” And I answer,

former entrepreneur to empower,

more. They say that right at the

connect, and support women

moment when you are ready to

Most consumers check the Internet

entrepreneurs and small business

give up success is just around

for what they’re looking for before

owners in my community.

the corner.

they ever leave their house. They

attempt at entrepreneurship.
Being a small business owner is not
easy. Many small business owners
wear many hats and have a hard
time finding the time to engage in
activities, like networking or taking
classes to help them grow. Today I

Was there a strong, female
figure in your life who
inspired you to become
a champion of Latina
business women who own
their own firms?

Many women I meet as a Digital
Coach tell me they need time to
create a robust online presence. It
seems cumbersome to them, time
consuming and a bit confusing.
They are willing to do the work,
but need a coach to sit next to
them and walk them through
the process.

use several devices to research,

States not speaking any English.

Your bio discusses your
volunteer work, which led
to your current roles as a
Digital Coach and an advisor
to small business owners.
Would you encourage
volunteerism to budding
entrepreneurs to help them
shape their career goals?

From Monterrey, she went to

I believe in volunteer work. I have

you offer going to know how to

Brooklyn, New York. New country,

found throughout my career that

find you?

no family, new language. She

while volunteering I have made

learned how to get around a new

connections, new friends, and

VIcky H. Sepulveda is Senior

city, learn English, drive a car and

connected deeply with colleagues.

Director of the Greater Austin

work all on her own. I am in awe of

If you can, volunteer with an

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

her strength. She encouraged me

organization that connects to

and the Google Digital Coach for

to be the strong woman I am now

your mission and vision. You can

Austin, TX.

and I continue to grow through her

even volunteer some of your

encouragement. To be honest, as a

services. You will connect with

young adult, the word “failure” was

board members, and possibly new

never in my vocabulary. My father,

clients. Do volunteer work with

who is from Puerto Rico, was the

your heart and the rest will follow.

My mom is from Monterrey,
Mexico; she came to the United

prices check, and read reviews.
Taking the time to create a robust
website is worth the time and
money. And it will increase the
chances of gaining a new client.
If you don’t have a website that
provides information about your
products and services, how are
your future clients who need what
21

I

AM

SUPPOSED

TO

BE

AN

ENTREPRENEUR!

SHELLY BELL
A

22

s a child I had a huge imagination. I had lots of

Teen parent, computer scientist, artist

dolls and stuffed animals. I would pretend that

Everything about a situation like that screams “get

they were my students. I would give them papers

a job!” But my imagination and my experience

and pretend I was checking them with a red marker.

playing around with a desktop computer kicked in

However, being a teacher was not my desire. I actually

and I majored in Computer Science. Four years and

wanted to be a pediatrician until someone told me I

another child later, I graduated with a Comp Sci

talk a lot and should be a lawyer. After agreeing with

degree. Instead of going into the corporate world, my

them I started answering “What do you want to be

childhood stepped in again….I became a teacher!

when you grow up?” with “I want to be a lawyer.”
During my tenure, a fellow teacher and I started a
When I was about 14 years old, my parents bought

Web Development and Graphic Design business called

a Gateway computer and I was fascinated. Hearing

Dreamwork Technologies. Programs were not as

AOL’s “you've got mail” message seemed so exciting

user friendly as they are today. We created the legal

back then, but I had no intention of being a woman in

business entity and began taking clients. This was

tech. Honestly, I didn't have a clue what I was going

my first attempt at owning a business. It had a low

to do or be. When I was 17, I got pregnant with my

overhead and was profitable.

daughter and my whole world changed. My mom
encouraged me to go to college. So I did. I was an

Over time, we decided to split, but after having a

undecided major—and just undecided in general—my

taste of what it feels like to own a business I engaged

freshman year. I was a college student with a child.

in several side hustles. I sold vacuum cleaners, sold

“ M Y C H I L D R E N A R E A L S O M Y I N S P I R AT I O N . T H E Y
G I V E M E L I F E . K N O W I N G T H AT I H AV E 3 K I D S
LOOKING UP TO ME MEANS EVERYTHING.”

lingerie, became a nanny and became a bartender.

to fund women of color who are entrepreneurs. I

No matter what my full-time job, was I always had a

would encourage women founders to not only find

business opportunity on the side.

mentors, but also find a community. A group of
people who understand the roller coaster ride called

After years of full-time jobs and side hustles I decided

entrepreneurship.

to take the leap. In 2011, I became a full-time business
owner. I founded an arts organization called Seven

My family is part of that group of people. My mother

City Art Society. Maintaining a huge imagination

is my rock. She is my super power! She supports all

causes me to yearn for creativity in everything I do. I

of my random ideas. She is my number one funding

was a kid who became a teen parent, a teen parent

source as well. I am lucky to have such an amazing

who became a Computer Scientist, a Computer

mom. My children are also my inspiration. They give

Scientist who became an artist and an artist who

me life. Knowing that I have 3 kids looking up to me

became a business owner. Seven City Art Society

means everything. I am often asked who inspires me,

eventually morphed into Made by a Black Woman (a

and I don't have a famous person to name or some

t-shirt line) which eventually morphed into MsPrint

other a fancy answer. Seeing my growth motivates

USA (a custom screenprinting and merchandise shop).

me. My imagination motivates me.

Right before launching Made by a Black Woman,

My proudest moment as the creator of MsPrint USA

I was engaged to be married to a man who didn't

was sealing a large deal to print live at a conference

understand my imagination. He wanted me to get a

for a huge organization. When my staff and I arrived

“regular job.” I wanted to be a “good wife,” so I did

to print the line was wrapped around the corner or

and I hated it. My boss was awesome and the pay

the room. I knew that we would thrive when I saw

was great but the lack of autonomy caused me to

the excitement in my customer' eyes. My proudest

feel caged and unhappy. My boss came to me and

moment as the creator of Black Girl Vision was our

said, “You are very talented. I don't know what you're

2017 launch event held at a Google office. The energy

supposed to be doing but it's not this.” He laid me

in the room was amazing. Over 50 women of color

off with two months and 3 months of insurance.

showed up to hear the story of Black Girl Vision and to

It was then that I knew two things...1. My fiance is

support each other.

NOT the man for me and 2. I am supposed to be an
entrepreneur!

Find a mentor, create a community
As an entrepreneur, I face challenges all the time. It's
a part of the journey. As a screen printer, there aren’t
many women who actually perform the physical act
of printing. Finding a peer group can be difficult. One
of the things I did was build a community for myself. I
founded an organization called Black Girl Vision, which
focuses on creating access to capital for women of
color who are entrepreneurs. I started with a Meetup
group and it grew into a full-blown organization.
We create events and apply the admission fees

Shelly Bell is founder of MsPrintUSA (www.msprintusa.
com), which is a Google Small Business Diversity
Supplier.
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ANGELINA

DARRISAW:

THE ENCOURAGER
24

A

sk Angelina Darrisaw if there was a specific

shares her own experience as a former senior

moment when she knew the business she

business development executive at big-brand media

started would thrive, and her eyes widen and a smile

companies Viacom and ESPN and also offers “soft

erupts. “I knew my business would thrive when a

skills” advice, in terms of effective presentation and

customer didn’t try to haggle me on price,” she recalls.

communication tactics, which she has honed as a

“This customer saw the value of my services and

spokesperson for hair-care label Pantene.

essentially said ‘yes, I want that!’”
As a coach, however, her best advice, is “no advice is
“That” is Angelina’s career-coaching services for

prescriptive.” Her workshops and coaching programs

diverse Millennial professionals. As founder and

encourage professionals to use the information

CEO of C-Suite Coach, a platform that works with

shared to find solutions that will work specifically for

companies to offer 1-to-1 and group coaching to

them. Currently a Google Digital Coach in New York

plan their long-term employment and promotion

City, Angelina hosts free, public workshops on digital

strategies. She also offers programming that is

literacy and marketing skills. Along the way, she’s

aimed at being inclusive and relatable. Angelina

garnered such media attention as one of BuzzFeed’s

“AS A BLACK WOMAN, THE ABILITY TO PROVIDE IS AN
AC T O F S O C I A L J U S T I C E , ” S H E S AY S . “ B E I N G A B L E TO
C R E AT E O P P O R T U N I T I E S F O R O T H E R S F E L T R A D I C A L
AND EXCITING TO ME.”

“12 Women Who are Impacting Their Community in

“One of my earliest meetings that got me excited

a BIG Way.” And as Essence describes her, Angelina

about my business idea was with a female CEO who

“embodies the characteristics of ‘brains and beauty.’”

ran a development firm, who wasn’t in my target
audience,” Angelina recalls. “I told her my idea and she

What motivated Angelina to dedicate her days to

just got it. And she committed to help me build it.”

coaching others to achieve success? One big reason:
she observed a lack of female peers and role models

To build her business with a bootstrapped budget

from her own community who are business leaders.

and to reach her target of Millennials, Angelina knew

According to the American Association of University

she had to rely on digital media for both low-cost,

Women, Black women make up only 2% of U.S.

viral marketing as well as to create mobile tools (an

managers and executives. Angelina was conscious

app, for instance, instead of printed case studies or

of this fact, often as one of few minority women at

other traditional coaching materials) that her audience

industry events. “When I would go to tech conferences

would engage with.

and other leadership or business conferences, if I
would see another black woman from afar, and it

“Digital platforms have been critical to me as an

was like that scene in The Color Purple, when the two

entrepreneur for a number of reasons. Audience

sisters pretended to slap each others’ hands across

development, having a way to connect with clients,

the field....as if a secret code for ‘sister!’”

establishing credibility with corporate customers,”
she says. “I would say leveraging technology can help

With two songs playing on an infinite loop in her

women entrepreneurs of any community be more

head—Donald Lawrence and the Tri-City singers

competitive, build our customer bases, and grow our

“Encourage Yourself” and Jay-Z’s “U Don’t Know”—

bottom lines in our businesses. However, we have to

Angelina decided to take what she knew about

confront what we don’t know and start to learn it and

becoming a leader despite her odds as a minority

develop expertise in it.”

woman and turn it into a business. There was also
a social impact side to her motivation. “As a Black

She uses her own experience as an example: despite

woman, the ability to provide is an act of social

her exposure to digital media while at her corporate

justice,” she says. “Being able to create opportunities

roles, she admits to having skills gaps, which everyone

for others felt radical and exciting to me.”

will face as digital tools and platforms and the best
practices for using them keep evolving. It’s the nature

As a savvy business person, she did her research. In a

of digital media.

counter-intuitive way, she set a benchmark for testing
the strength of her entrepreneurial concept. Beyond

And, she adds emphatically, “leveraging digital alone

speaking with other minority women business leaders

is going to level the playing field for women and

to get their feedback on her idea to start a career

women of color.” And that’s why you’ll see Angelina

coaching service for diverse Millennials, she pitched

out on that playing field, hosting in-person workshops

it to an executive who didn’t fit the demographic

in her community, humming Donald Lawrence and

persona she was trying to target. It was a strategy

saying to both herself and those she is coaching,

to test the strength of her business model and her

“encourage yourself.”

personal mission—could it translate as a viable,
profitable idea that could also make deep social

Angelina is the founder of C-Suite Coach (http://www.

impact, and resonate beyond the boundaries of her

angelinadarrisaw.com/csuitecoach) and is the Google

community?

Digital Coach for New York.
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JinJa Birkenbeuel (L) & Eve Rodriguez Montoya (R)

THERE’S NO HANDBOOK FOR
BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR
JinJa Birkenbeuel and Eve Rodriguez Montoya are civic-minded, small
business owners in Chicago. JinJa and Eve have fresh and inspiring
perspectives on how to establish, maintain and grow a business. They also
share a common understanding that women entrepreneurs can be effective
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by networking with diverse people, businesses and communities, staying
enthusiastic about their craft and using tools like social media and online
advertising for creative ideas and customer development. Here, JinJa
interviews Eve, and they give tips on how to raise money, innovate, and talk
about your dreams of success without fear.
JinJa: We’re both vibrant women small business

Eve: Short answer is all of the above. Any opportunity

owners in Chicago and we have different challenges,

that can arise from either people knowing about

especially in terms of our capital needs. As the CEO

my business or what I’m trying to accomplish as a

of a two-decades-old (and running!) digital strategy

woman entrepreneur. I’ve had 15 years of a career

and WEB/IT agency, and as a public speaker, I look for

in communications, working for two mayoral

long-term customers that want consistent, excellent

administrations, half a dozen city departments and

and creative output. You’re a 2nd generation co-owner

city commissioners, all in Chicago. With that, I gained

of a family business. What are you looking for?

skills as far as how to work with different people and
industries at different levels. That got me thinking,

what’s next in my life? My family business has been

Eve: If I had one piece of advice to women

in my life my entire life. My parents were immigrant

entrepreneurs, it’s to be excited about what you’re

entrepreneurs, who came to Chicago from Mexico 30-

working on, because that excitement is contagious

plus years ago, started in the supermarket business

and other people are going to be excited for you.

and grew their business by working tirelessly and

They’ll want to be your customer, they’ll want to talk

saving their money, working long hours to accumulate

to you about it, and opportunities will arise if you’re

the capital, and making those relationships with banks

excited about your business. Talk about your business

and getting loans so they could grow in that space, at

constantly, from board meetings to shopping at your

the time, the grocery store business.

favorite retail shop. I start talking about Mexicanflavored frozen yogurt all the time, with anyone,

That was successful for over 20 years, put my brothers

and the next thing I know I see them, stopping

and I through school. After the supermarket business

by my shop.

became very competitive, they sold it and started
importing products that weren’t available in the

JinJa: Can a Latina entrepreneur can be successful

Latino community in Chicago, which were candy and

without dropping her culture a little bit to make it?

pinatas from Mexico. My parents quickly learned the

There’s a certain level where you have to learn the

process when NAFTA was approved in 1995, and they

language of business which is not cultural.

looked into how they could bring those products in
from Mexico that people were nostalgic for, and were

Eve: Regarding Latinas and entrepreneurship, when

overstuffing their suitcases to bring in, then realized,

I drive through the Little Village neighborhood and

why not import it and offer it in a retail setting?

business corridor of Chicago, known as 26th street,
I see that a lot of the retail owners, managers, and

That’s where our store Dulcelandia, which translates

street vendors are female. Latinas are hard working,

to Candyland, was born. Opened in 1996, it grew to

super resilient and very resourceful, they find a way,

eight locations, including a warehouse for wholesale

because they’re out there day in and day out selling

customers.

what they can. My experience of entrepreneurship in
the Mexican community is extremely high. Women

I thought, what if people can enjoy some of that

are doing this at all levels. There’s no handbook for

yummy candy on frozen yogurt? Plus, there are a not

being an entrepreneur, it’s survival on so many levels.

a lot of healthy options like frozen yogurt in some of

Survival from competition, putting food on the table

our communities, the lack of something fresh and

and raising your family, against the next big idea. I see

healthy. I thought, why not create a new brand where

Latinas as very strong and very entrepreneurial.

I can offer frozen yogurt with a Mexican twist, fresh
fruit toppings, sweet toppings, some known favorites,

JinJa: What is the one thing Latinas and frankly all

but also throw in Mexican candy on Froyo flavors like

women must realize and execute when they decide to

churro, flan, horchata, mango, pepino flavors.

become an entrepreneur?

JinJa: How did you find access to capital on your

Eve: Being technologically savvy. Because that’s where

own? Your family has a business history, but other

everything is going. Having a strong presence on

Latinas might not have that behind them.

social media, a strong ability to grow your network
outside the one- on- one interaction, being able

Eve: Women can consider many different funding

to manage social media platforms, being able to

options. Capital doesn’t just come through banks:

leverage what tools are out there through technology

your city may have programs to get your concept

that will help you communicate. How many people

up and going.

can I talk to in one day compared to reaching out to
the masses and you don’t necessarily have to pay for it

JinJa: And a beautiful thing about that kind of

if you use it correctly.

opportunity is when you’re not just automatically
going to the banks, you’re going to meet a wide range

JinJa: Black and Latina women, like us, should

of diverse people. You built and now maintain your

meet with and learn from others who don’t look like

own network in Chicago. I love the idea of women

them and aren’t in their immediate network. In your

finding alternative and reliable funding sources

previous career, you worked with so many different

outside of a bank! There are benefits that reach far

people. Would you recommend young women

beyond just the money!

entrepreneurs do that? I feel curious about everything.
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“MY FAMILY BUSINESS HAS BEEN
IN MY LIFE MY ENTIRE LIFE.”

I have something to learn from everyone and am

Eve: I just want to emphasize that women need to

comfortable surrounded by people who don’t look

be proud of their ideas, be willing to talk about them,

like me or are culturally different. When I am open to

and be excited about it; talk about it constantly at

learning, I learn more to help myself, my family and

any opportunity, not only while taking care of your

my business.

daily errands, but also on digital media. I feel like the
Yogolandia concept is pretty new and the only way
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Eve: In your early 20s, you think you know everything.

people are going to know what I’m doing is talking

But guess what, you don’t. You can learn something

about it and trying to get people to know about it.

from everyone, and it’s important to, to understand

Don’t worry if other people are doing something

life, and your potential customer. Having worked in

similar; emphasize on how your business may work

different positions, departments and with elected

for them, in my case, it’s healthy!

officials, I’ve had to find a way to communicate with
a variety of people in a way that’s beneficial. It helps

JinJa: I have many entrepreneur friends with a

to have an open mind. It’s when you talk to many

beautiful concept. There is no reason to not mention

different individuals, listen to them, gain knowledge

what they do in any conversation. Just say, “my

they’re willing to share, that you can learn more about

company does this.” People really want to find your

different experiences and maybe even more about a

business. Your network wants to know. They want to

product or service that you can adapt as your own! I

share your success. Don’t be afraid to put yourself

didn’t invent frozen yogurt…I just made it my own and

out there.

built on it.
JinJa: One more question, exclusively about digital.

JinJa Birkenbeuel is CEO of Birk Creative (www.
birkcreative), which is a Google Small Business

I want to know what digital tools you’ve been using,

Diversity Supplier. She is also the Google Digital Coach

and have they helped you overcome challenges and

for Chicago. Eve Rodriguez Montoya is the founder of

solve problems?

Yogolandia Yogurt and Botana Bar (www.yogolandia.
com). Both use Google tools to run their businesses.
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